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The Nobel Prize in Physics 2021 was awarded "for groundbreaking
contributions to our understanding of complex systems" with one half
jointly to Syukuro Manabe and Klaus Hasselmann "for the physical
modelling of Earth's climate, quantifying variability and reliably predicting
global warming" and the other half to Giorgio Parisi "for the discovery of
the interplay of disorder and uctuations in physical systems from
atomic to planetary scales."

Around 1980, Giorgio Parisi discovered hidden patterns in disordered complex
materials. His discoveries are among the most important contributions to the
theory of complex systems. They make it possible to understand and describe
many different and apparently entirely random materials and phenomena, not
only in physics but also in other, very different areas, such as mathematics,
biology, neuroscience and machine learning.

Les tres figures de la motivació del Nobel
Mathematics for complex disordered systems
Every time many identical discs are squeezed together, a new irregular pattern is
formed despite them being squeezed in exactly the same way. What governs the result?
Giorgio Parisi discovered a hidden structure in such complex disordered systems,
which these discs represent, and found a way of describing them mathematically.

a)
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b)

?
Frustration
When one spin points upward and the other
downward, the third one cannot satisfy them
both at the same time, because neighbouring
spins want to point in different directions. How
do the spins find an optimal orientation? Giorgio
Parisi is a master at answering these questions
for many different materials and phenomena.

Spin glass
A spin glass is a metal alloy where iron
atoms, for example, are randomly mixed into
a grid of copper atoms. Each iron atom
behaves like a small magnet, or spin, which
is affected by the other magnets around it.
However, in a spin glass they are frustrated
and have difficulty choosing which direction
to point. Using his studies of spin glass,
Parisi developed a theory of disordered and
random phenomena that covers many other
complex systems.
Iron
Copper
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would be a simple Curie law 7 ~ T '; in addition, due to
the decay of the interaction strength as the minus third
power of distance, the so-called "concentration scaling
laws" (Souletie and Tournier, 1969, 1971) hold.
It is now well established, however, that this picture is
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La primera teoria de vidre despi (1975)
Sam Edwards and Phil Anderson (Premi Nobel de Física, 1977)
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Parametre d’ordre de repliques
En el model de Ising el parametre d’ordre es la magnetizacio, m

= ⟨s⟩

Per un vidre d’espí el parametre d’ordre és una matriu n × n:

Qab = ⟨sa sb⟩ ; a, b = 1,..,n
Solució més simple o simetria de rèpliques, Qab

En el model de Ising, q

= q , ∀a, b

= m2

ENTROPIA NEGATIVA I TERMODINAMICAMENT INESTABLE

CAL TRENCAR LA
SIMETRIA DE REPLIQUES
Qab ha de dependre de a i b
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Spin glasses: Experimental facts, theoretical concepts,
and open questions
Review Modern Physics (1986)
K. Binder
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This review summarizes recent developments in the theory of spin glasses, as well as pertinent experimental
data. The most characteristic properties of spin glass systems are described, and related phenomena in other glassy systems (dielectric and orientational glasses) are mentioned. The Edwards-Anderson model of
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spin glasses and its treatment within the replica method and mean-field theory are outlined, and concepts
"broken replica symmetry,
"broken ergodicity, etc. , are discussed. The dynamic
such as "frustration,
approach to describing the spin glass transition is emphasized. Monte Carlo simulations of spin glasses and
the insight gained by them are described. Other topics discussed include site-disorder models, phenomenological theories for the frozen phase and its excitations, phase diagrams in which spin glass order and ferromagnetism or antiferromagnetism
and related apcompete, the Neel model of superparamagnetism
proaches, and possible connections between spin glasses and other topics in the theory of disordered
condensed-matter systems.
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Correlated spin glass generated by structural disorder in the amorphous Dy6Fe748» alloy
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Magnetic properties of the amorphous Dy-Fe-8 alloy are studied in terms of the correlated-spin-glass
approach of Chudnovsky et aI. Features predicted by the theory are clearly observed in the experiment.
It is shown that the magnetization law may be presented in the form where it is determined by the dimensionless correlation function of structural disorder, C(y), only. The analysis of the magnetization
curve allows one to distinguish between different models of disorder in amorphous solids. Experimental
'y ).
data on Dy-Fe-B are in favor of C = exp( ——

Javier Tejada
The structure of amorphous solids remains a challenging theoretical and experimental problem. While there
are many models of amorphous disorder, ' one picture is
commonly kept in mind. It displays the process of
of
solidification
as a diffusion-driven
rearrangement
atoms towards the minimum energy state. The length of
the structural order in a solid R, is, then, determined by
the average size of the volume in which atoms can successfully rearrange until the dift'usion coefIIicient becomes
exponentially small as temperature goes down. Depending on the rate of cooling, one obtains solids ranging from
monocrystals to disordered networks of atoms. Rapid
solidification has been used to obtain a number of amorphous ferromagnetic alloys. In this paper we present a
method that allows one to distinguish between diA'erent
models of structural disorder in amorphous ferromag-

were revived to describe amorphous ferromagnets. '
Instead of considering dift'erent types of spin pinning, a
more universal
approach has been applied, which
operates with structural correlation functions. Magnetic
properties of amorphous alloys are commonly described
The basic idea
within the random anisotropy model. '
of the model is that spin interactions in an amorphous
ferromagnet are similar to these in a ferromagnetic crystal. The essential difterence, however, is that instead of
having global anisotropy axes, an amorphous ferromagnet has local easy axes whose direction n (x) varies randomly in space. This direction is determined by the local
arrangement of atoms. Consequently, directions of n (x)
at di6'erent points must rapidly become uncorrelated at
distances greater than R, . The corresponding correlation function C(x) is of particular interest to us, since it
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open question which merits further investigation along
this line.
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Dels vidres d’espí als vidres estructurals (90’s)
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